Exhibiting Artists 2021

CVAN South East is pleased to welcome artists Michelle Williams Gamaker to the
selection panel for the 2021 Platform Graduate Award, and who will be announcing the
winner of the 2021 award at an online event on Saturday 4th December.
This year’s graduate artists have been selected from 15 Universities by four network
partners from the South East region; Aspex Portsmouth, Modern Art Oxford, Phoenix
Art Space, Brighton, and MK Gallery, Milton Keynes.
Established in 2012, the Platform Graduate Award is designed to support emerging
graduate artistic talent, and to help further their practice following graduation. The award
includes a £2,000 bursary and 12-months of mentoring support from a practicing artist.
CVAN South East, the participating Universities and partner venues are pleased to be
able to offer this programme of support to the emerging talent in the region, and to
announce the following selected artists:

Aspex, Portsmouth
Abigail Jones (UCA Farnham)
Working with moving image and sculpture, Abigail Jones’ works take a playful approach
to storytelling. Calling upon surrealism and uncanny imagery, Abigail uses found
footage and herself as a recurring figure, to pay homage to experimental cinema and B
movie science fiction films.
Inspired in part by the writing of Barbara Creed’s ‘The Monstrous-Feminine’ and various
science fiction publications, Abigail attempts to reflect on our ever-growing intimate
relationship with the cosmos, the fetishisation in the search for ‘alien’ life, and the
concept of being surveyed from afar.

Moongaving by Abigail Jones

Anna Marris (Winchester School of Art, Southampton University)
By immersing in an interplay between traditional and contemporary processes, Anna
Marris investigates the potentials of a multidisciplinary printmaking practice,
transitioning images from handmade to digital artworks.
Her current body of work focuses on a particular site, where the natural terrain is
continuously depicted from above and below the surface; an open pit mine in Sorsk,
Russia. The exhibition presents the heavily imaged landscape through layers of data
and value, where imagery and matter from this mine can form geopolitical narratives.
Anna challenges how multiple viewpoints from different imaging devices can enable the
mine to represent itself as a critical example of environmental destruction on a planetary
scale.

Satellite Data and Digital Navigation by Anna Marris
Chealsie Wild (Solent University, Southampton)
Chealsie Wild is a female artist currently living in Southampton. Taking inspiration from
fashion, curation and art, Chealsie explores ways to combine them through painting.
Her paintings are directly influenced by colour pallets seen in Vogue magazine which
are abstracted into a new way of seeing.
At first glance, the bright colours and use of fashion imagery boast a sense of glamour,
but as you look closer you begin to see the lumpy build up of paint and textured layers.
Encouraging her audience to acknowledge the irony between the perfect Vogue shoot
and her imperfect paintings, leading you to wonder what else lies beneath their
surfaces.

Green Eyed Monster by Chelsie Wild
Conor Hallan (University of Portsmouth)
Conor Hallan is a multimedia visual artist and frontman of art-punk band Hallan. Using
collage, digital manipulation and film, Conor’s works catapult the viewer into a realm of
fiction and dystopia, taking on a life of their own they become vessels for self-contained
worlds. Worlds that propel you headfirst into an Orwellian collision of wit and dark satire
experienced through zines, 3D pieces and original music. Conor’s recent work follows
the narrative of an undercover agent on the run, in a world where alternative music is
outlawed and those who dare to break the law of the all-seeing State vanish without
word.

Christmas Card by Conor Hallan
Dan Webb (University of Portsmouth)
Dan Webb’s work explores computer-generated imagery (CGI) through a
photographer’s lens. Using his knowledge of composition and lighting techniques, he
has produced a variety of works, mostly with a focus on spaces of the domestic.
Dan has generated images that respond to the recent state of isolation and inability to
explore the world, reminiscing of simpler times where no limits prevented us from
venturing out. Using the concept of roaming through Google Street View, Dan has
created a 360 virtual tour of an imagined place. Painting the scenery in a way that
depicts a utopia, this work aims to capture the perfection found within imagery tied to
holiday destinations whilst pointing to the sinister element of isolation still lurking around
the corner.

Utopia by Daniel Webb
Gabrielle Plommer (Solent University, Southampton)
Gabrielle Plommer is a UK-based, Canadian-born photographer. Her photographic
series, Intersection, grew from an initial analysis of the relationship between nature and
the self into a series of diptychs depicting that bond. The isolation caused by the
pandemic inspired Gabrielle as she, like so many others, reacted to being in quarantine.
Quarantine became a catalyst for Gabrielle to find connections with nature and her
surroundings instead of with the people she no longer had access to. Thus,
Intersectionuses the human body and its forms to show the harmony with nature that
became an integral part of Gabrielle’s coping as she struggled with isolation.

Intersection by Gabrielle Plommer
Jenny Andrews (Winchester School of Art, Southampton University)
Jenny Andrews is a British artist working with moving image, printmaking, and
sculpture. Jenny’s work explores the poetic links between sculpture and architecture
practice. Through sculpture and projection she utilises architectural forms, processes
and materials, making connections between urban space, subjectivity, and the body.
Jenny is interested in how the city, its architecture and its inhabitants, connect us to the
past. Drawing inspiration from these histories and discourse she investigates the
palimpsests within the structures, revealing who has been omitted and what has been
rewritten. Jenny’s work aims to articulate space to document a place and its history.

Ordering Principles by Jenny Andrews
Julia Da Costa (UCA Farnham)
Questioning the relationship between the physical and the virtual, Julia Da Costa’s
practice focuses on the realities and sensory experiences of the non-human being.
Particularly intrigued by in-between life forms that challenge notions of the imaginary,
Julia’s work spans animation, sculpture, painting, film, text, and performance. Inspired
by rhythms of biological movement and sound, and speculating on how technology is
often seen as parasitical or de-humanised, this approach aims to create immersive
ecosystems where real and virtual bodies breathe together. A hope for the future, or
glimpse of a primordial past?

Mutual Skin by Julia Da Costa
Laura Buckle (University of Chichester)
Laura Buckle works predominantly with sculpture and video. Her most recent work
explores the story of a 30ft wooden sculpture, lovingly known as the Giant’s Chair which
once stood deep in the forest of Queen Elizabeth Country Park in Hampshire. Over
thirty years later, Laura unravels its mystery, through a documentary style video using
Queen Elizabeth Country Park’s photographic archive. Exhibited alongside, is a hand
sewn Giant’s chair. The soft sculpture replicates the same measurements as the original
structure, but it’s form is a comment on fading memories, and the chairs demise.
Demonstrating a deep, interwoven connection, of earth and art, and creating a new
narrative from one person’s perspective of a once stoic structure, that is now gone but
continues to live on.

Giants Chair by Laura Buckle
Lily Tutty (Arts University Bournemouth)
Lily Tutty is an abstract artist who works with the concept of overwhelming expansion.
Employing a limited palette of oil or acrylic paint, she produces ambiguous pieces that
create an illusionistic space through a systematic process of alchemy. Lily has always
found herself intrigued by biological and natural forms. The development of the process
is crucial to her practice, reflecting an obsessional fascination with the connection
between paint and surface. The canvas possesses its own materiality, initiating a
dialogue relative to the multiplicity of surfaces and responding to the theme of spatial
multidimensionality. You may find yourself drawn to, or wanting to step into, the
unattainable depth within the work.

Iodine and Inadine by Lily Tutty
Lucy House (Arts University Bournemouth)
Lucy House uses film and installation in her latest work Those Who Ruin Kings, a piece
centred around the artist’s spoken account of a childhood experience in which they
inadvertently found themselves at a radical religious conversion event.
The narrative is illustrated through elements including original footage, found
microscopic photography and manipulative staging, which forces the viewer to watch
the film projected just above eye level.
This ‘religious iconography’ guides the viewer through the memory and confronts the
Proverbs (31:10) Bible verse described in the narration: “Girls are worth more than
rubies”.

Those Who Ruin Kings by Lucy House
Sophie Bazgier (University of Chichester)
In her work Sophie Bazgier has been concentrating on transforming form from figurative
art to abstraction, searching for a synthesis and a breakdown of the form of drawing.
Limited by making marks on paper, she expresses emotion through form but avoids
building up lines too densely and staining the paper.
Sophie seeks to represent life through drawing; objects interact together but they are
disconnected. She wants to create a language of emotions through lines dancing on the
surface of the paper, running wildly, constantly looking for a new outlet and new
liberation… and yet, limited by intention. This work uses a constellation form, like the
milky way.

Constellation by Sophie Bazgier

MK Gallery, Milton Keynes
Him Ming Chan (University of Northampton)
Him Ming Chan's work explores the relationship between male figures, both individually
and interactively, the self and others through the use of monoporints and the overlaying
of interacting bodies that exposes the rawest form of human nature. Through fluid, quick
depictions of sex, identity, and homoeroticism, he hopes for viewers to engage with the
narrative within the pieces.

Jennifer Watts (University of Herefordshire)
Primarily a sculptor, Jennifer Watts’ practice adopts three main components: movement,
form, and absence. In this body of work the artist has attempted to capture dramatic
curvature within the works’ skeletal structure, using hand-bent steel bars to construct
these baroque shapes. Watts has made a conscious decision to bend the bars by hand:
this extremely physical and performative process allows for action and movement to be

encapsulated within each sculpture’s body, providing it with its own kinetic energy and
life.
In addition to the elaborate anatomy of the work, the aesthetic of each sculpture alters
depending on the angle it is viewed from. This shifting perspective adds an ambiguous
quality to the work, allowing it to be viewed as a lineal, two-dimensional form as well as
in its evident three-dimensionality. In this sculptural triptych, Watts has left purposeful
absences within the structure of each piece. She believes that these gaps are as
important as the visible artwork itself, leaving the spectator to interrogate their purpose
and wonder what might have originally filled each void.
Through this collection of works, the artist hints at connotations to organic forms such
as skeletal structures and bacteria, suggesting an exploration into the decomposition of
living organisms, and what remains in their place.

Shannon Ryan (University of Bedfordshire)
Shannon Ryan is a photographer based in Bedfordshire, England, whose portraiture,
and fashion photography present parallel worlds. Inspired by pop culture and current
trends her fashion imagery experiments with texture, colour, and lighting both on
location and within a studio. Whereas her portraiture explores darker themes, producing
work with subliminal messages which question hard-hitting topics and makes viewers

question her pieces. A new recurring theme within her portrait photography is the
psychological and emotional impact of current world issues. Her series ‘The Sleeper’
documents the mental and physical impact Covid-19 had on the youth. Noticing the
behaviour change of her prepubescent brother she wanted to document how he coped
with the pandemic and presenting the crimpling mental damage it caused to the future
generation. Her newest series ‘The Influencer’ explores today’s fascination of social
media personalities. Placing herself in front of the camera, Shannon embeds herself
into this ever-growing obsession to explore and understand the moral value of being an
influencer. Using props, clothing, and make-up Shannon created a whole new identity to
help gain a deep personal understanding of the minds of influencers and how fame can
comprehend their decisions. She created portraits that mimic and mock the millions of
images seen daily on social media but also questioning why this behaviour is becoming
normalised and idolised.

Modern Art Oxford

Fetine Sel Tuzel (University of Reading)
For the Platform Graduate Award 2021, Fetine Sel Tuzel presents places and faces
(2021), a two-channel video installation.
It is a Psychogeographic exploration of cities and people, from the urban centre of
Reading where Tuzel did her fine art degree, to a ghost town in her home country of
Cyprus, abandoned by its inhabitants 47 years ago during the conflict and now taken
over by nature.
Fascinated by the connection between people and urban spaces, Tuzel’s two-channel
video installation explores how people feel and behave in familiar and unfamiliar
environments. Sometimes the two screens complement each other, sometimes they
contradict each other, showing points of contrast and moments of harmony across
distinct geographic places.

Places and Spaces by Fetine Sel Tuzel

Bevan Hill and Will Griffiths (Oxford Brookes University)
Artist duo Bevan Hill and Will Griffiths present Real Art for Real People, a body of work
consisting of four paintings, two sculptures, a video and a book. Using various AI
generative engines, the duo has devised an automated creative process: from the
production of concepts by a text generator trained on a dataset of descriptions of
well-known artworks, to individual generators that visualise the proposed concepts in
both two and three dimensions. With this bounty of readymade works, the duo become
the indifferent manufacturers who merely realise the machine’s designs in physical form.
This is a reversal of the contemporary conceptual artist-manager, so often detached
from material production. Central to the work is an interrogation of the role of the artist,
and the value and security of human ways of seeing. The works explore the importance
of individual expression and agency in an increasingly automated world, the value of
engagement with material processes, and the function and worth of the physical art
object in both a consumerist and technocentric society.

Real Art for Real People by Hill & Griffiths

Beth Simcock (Ruskin School of Art, University of Oxford)
Beth Simcock is a painter and writer working across large-scale narrative paintings. Her
practice is devoted to mythologies, both self-created and borrowed: from classics, art
history, contemporary popular culture, and the online world. Blushing girl-ish figures
inhabit her landscapes-between-states. Fragments translated from ancient frescoes are
painted over with beer cans and sweet wrappers, and decorated with glittery stickers to
create colourful tapestries of parable and memory.
The Zodiac is a painting installation that spans twelve canvases: one for each sign in
the astrological calendar. Each painting holds its own internal logic while also
referencing the larger connection to its network of neighbours. The canvases span the
space in a configuration that might just be accidental, evoking the almost-infinite
squares of the Instagram grid. Together, these uneasy constellations suggest the
brooding possibility of change.

The Zodiac by Beth Simcock

Phoenix Art Space, Brighton
Nina Fisher (Brighton University)
Nina Fisher is a multimedia illustrator and storyteller based in Brighton.
Her practice ranges from traditional illustration to 3-D environments to stop motion.
Drawing from her own experiences and taking inspiration from theatre
set-design and Pittura Metafisica, she gives life to surreal dreamscapes populated by
the bizarre.
“The Chess-Set Beyond the Mirror” is a 1x1m diorama inspired by the homonymous
short novel by Massimo Bontempelli. This eclectic ensemble combines cut outs of 2-D
illustrations and natural/found materials displayed on various levels created by paper
structures.
The figures are arranged so to follow the events of the tale which gradually unfolds in
front of the viewer.

Anja Blau (Brighton University)
I investigate ‘Beauty In The Broken’. Rust, a sign of age and deterioration often
represents a life and the end of an object.
‘Ghosts’ is a light installation consisting of hand-made rusted dyed muslin cloth
lampshades. The lights hang above and around us like the ghosts from our past. Each
rusted pattern in the fabric is an abstract copy of the original metal piece, a ghost like
imprint, a symbol of a lived life. Through the process of wrapping rusted metal pieces
into muslin cloth I recreate the meaning of a burial shroud.
I ask the viewer to see beyond rust just as a symbol of deterioration but as a hallmark of
a lived life and think about the stories hidden in each imprint, what meaning did each
piece carry in the past, with that, think about our own ghosts that still surround and
follow us.

Ainoa Burgos Gonzalez (Brighton University)
The solanum Tuberosum Banquet consist on a physical installation and a bilingual
Potato Recipe Cookbook (printed and online formats). Areas of inquiry include a way of
sharing during these times of isolation, personal space, the domestic space and the
potato. The humble and historic potato opens the door for dialogue and reciprocity.
The Potato Recipe Cookbook, composed by the recipes collected on an Open Call, is
the starting point of this artwork. The art installation represents the project in a physical
dimension, consisting on a formal, round dining table containing full dinnerware, potato
centrepiece and a circular floor base of soil. Each continent is represented by a recipe
sourced during the project, which is printed in a ceramic plate.

Katherine Jane Weston Smith (East Sussex College)
Katharine’s work explores the interaction between perception, attention, emotion and
imagination in the encoding and recall of human experience, an interaction which
results in the fragility, fallibility, and fragmentation of memory.
Dust of Memory explores the distortion of memory, and its unexpected and fleeting
qualities through relating a rock to its projected images.
Witnesses comprises a single photo projected in various orientations and from different
light sources onto VHS tape to consider memory as an amalgamation of personal recall,
false memories evoked by photographs & retold perspectives, and gaps filled by
imagination.
“Part of an appreciation of a reality” explores the slippages between the real and its
perception, and the real and its remembered version, through the interplay between a
rock, its cast, and its image, and between stillness and movement.
Katharine’s work is a response to a coalescence of ideas about memory, poetics, image
and material.

Harriet McMorrow-Purcell (East Sussex College)
My practice and research is focused on antiquity and the representation of significant
womxn, both historical and mythical. Primarily focussed on the deployment of traditional
craft techniques, in tapestries and rugs, the work questions histories of female and
queer representation through the lens of subjective experience.
Specific to my practice is the use of the material, yarn, as an engaging sculptural
medium, and political tool. With every stitch and thread, I consider how far feminism has
come and how far we have to go.
Many of the figures either don’t possess eyes, or have their eyes closed as a way to
play with the subversion of the male gaze. Their eyes are shut, taking us into a private
place of interiority.

Often considering the portrayal of power, I focus on womxn that may have not been
seen as womxn at all, but rather hybrids or “monstrous warriors.” Often researching
images of the empowered feminine before starting a rug, I invite that energy into my
designs, which I try to project onto the viewer as a means of creating harmony.

Ross Partleton (MET)
I am an artist who finds the most mundane aspects of modern life beautiful. My current
art and poetry explores my hometown of Littlehampton; from architectural history, to
local narratives and first hand experiences. In an urban environment I think it is
important to process change and to remember, or even mourn, buildings or spaces that
resonate with people’s collective memories.
The character of a town can change with the loss of architecture and I find this is
particularly true with Littlehampton. Over the last 20 years Albert Road and Terminus
Road have lost a historic theatre, two pubs and an indoor market. Through cardboard
maquettes and a short film I have recreated some of the buildings I remember from my
growing up in the town.

Albert and Terminus (my final year major project) is an exploration into urban history
and the memory of place.

